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Trinity Morris, co-founder of YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re Not Alone, has a domestic violence past that still

haunts her ten years later. She is devoted to helping victims find freedom and to sharing information

on how to help them through their emotional and violent trials. While Trinity is presenting at a

seminar, she comes across Gavin, a police officer who knows her past all too well.ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been

ten years since he last saw her, but the moment GavinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s eyes land on her, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

intent on getting to know the woman who has haunted his dreams all these years.Can Gavin break

through the wall that Trinity has built around herself, or will the present and the past collide and take

her away from him again?
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***** "You're Not Alone" by Stacy EatonWow!! What a realistic and astonishing novel!!Stacy Eaton

has just taken the subject of domestic violence in families, men, women, married couples, and

others and has written a novel that is representative of almost every aspect of domestic violence

one can experience. She hit every nail on the head. She also provided sceneries and suggested



ways for those being abused to be able to leave their situations.She demonstrates how domestic

violence begins and slowly escalates and how one can make life changes to leave; and the impact

each stage has on the individual (and later those around them. She examines the short and long

term effects of being abused and the fear, anger, limited self esteem, the desire to die, attempting

suicide, severe depression, and constantly asking what they did wrong to not have seen this coming

or to provoke increased emotional, mental, verbal, sexual, and physical abuse.This is a truly

powerful and very well-written book that could easily have been a biography.Compelling, moving,

honest, lighthearted and enjoyable (no it is not a manual about domestic violence), an amazing

novel was written around the two main characters, Trinity and Gavin, with very strong supporting

characters all bring the story lines together and make it stronger.Highly recommended and definite

must read for all...

This book is an emotional kick to the gut (but yes, it does have a happy ending -- sorry for the

spoiler) but then again you know from before the story (and now from this review) that it will entail

domestic violence so you know you are in for some tough moments. I really liked the seminar

demonstrations. I felt like I was in the room and having it narrated meant that some details were left

blank (because Trinity couldn't know certain things).I like that the author not only gives both

perspectives but also "backtracks" so that you know what each was doing (or thinking) but only if

that is necessary to the story. For example, sometimes an entire scene is recreated and other times

the scene picks up where the other person left off.

Domestic violence is a subject that not too many authors are able to tackle with as much realism

and assurance as Stacy Eaton. The characters are well shown, and the imagery of abuse is

excellently portrayed. I was particularly interested in the seminars that Trinity gives and the

demonstrations of how the fear and control of domestic abuse is conveyed to the audience.The

slow unveiling of both main character's past lives is also sensitively shown without pushing the

reader into a maelstrom of drama. The depiction is all the more horrible for the restraint shown in

the author's writing.Good work.

This is an emotional book with some intense moment. It really touched my heart with the serious

subject matter of the book. Trinity has suffered a lot and survived. Gavin helped her heal and

showed her that she deserves a second chance at love. He was so patient and kind Loved this

story. Heartwarming and sweet story about second chance love.



So well written to describe domestic violence and how deeply it impacts a woman's life. Thank you

for telling the story so well I am not a victim but have worked with programs that help victims.

I loved reading this book...it gave me. A lot of insight on the many components of domestic violence.

Be prepared to stay up ......a excellent read. I'm going to check this author out some more.

This book made me think about all the women who go through with type of abuse. And abuse is

abuse either verbal or mental or physical.

Love the whole book. It gives you hope after going through something so difficult. I'm sure a person

could truly relate to the characters in this book.
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